Abstract.
In [7] K. Wohlfahrt exhibited a class of subgroups of the modular group which were not congruence subgroups although they were of finite index. These subgroups were the kernels of certain characters on r0(«). In this note we generalize K. Wohlfahrt's construction to the Hecke groups G(\/2) and G(\/3) in order to produce noncongruence subgroups of finite index in addition to those in [5] and to give examples of characters which are not congruence characters. Since G{\f2) and G(a/3) are the only Hecke groups commensurable with the modular group [3] , K. Wohlfahrt's method cannot be extended to other Hecke groups.
For notational convenience let m stand for 2 or 3. Then G{\fm) is the group of 2 X 2 matrices generated by
It is well known [1] , [8] If T is a subgroup of finite index with -/ G T, a mapping v from T into the complex numbers of absolute value one satisfying v(-I) = exp(-?rir) and the "consistency condition" (1) is called a multiplier system for T of degree -r, r a real number. where vst is one of the Am characters on G{\fm) determined by M. I. Knopp in [2] and f(M,y/m,-r) is the multiplier system for rjiz,\/m)r. An explicit expression involving Dedekind sums is given for v(M,\fm,-r) in [6] .
Now set R = (g?). It is easily verified that RT0(n)R~] C G(\/m).
For v a multiplier system of degree -r on G(\/w), we define vR on r0(/i) by fÄ(M) = viRMR~x). It is then easy to check that vR is a multiplier system of degree -r on r0(«). Now set xr = vrv~1-Xr is a multiplier system of degree 0 and hence a character on T0(n). From (2) uM-efAz),
Here t is an integer, 0 < / < m -1, and s(h,k) is Dedekind's sum. We note that if r is rational, then xr(M ) is always a root of unit. In this case, the kernel of Xr is a finite index in T0(n) and therefore in G{\fm).
Theorem. If n > 1 and if r is rational, r = h/k, (h,k) = 1, with k chosen so that 6n2(n -1) ^ 0 (mod k), then xr 's not a congruence character on T0(n), that is, the kernel Kr of xr & not a congruence subgroup.
Proof. By way of contradiction, we assume that xr 's a congruence character. In [4] it is shown that any congruence character on a congruence subgroup of level n is identically one on T(48n2) when m = 2 and T(36n2) when m = 3. In particular, we must have xr(M) = 1 when M = (¿48"^) or M = (¿ ,^). From (3) we have that
However, by the choice of k, xr(M) # 1; and we have the necessary contradiction.
Remarks. For fixed n, there exist infinitely many primes p such that r = %/p for m = 2 and r = 6/p for m = 3 satisfy the conditions of the Theorem. For these values of r, if we take t = 0, then the Kr are distinct since the smallest power of 5 in Kr with strictly positive exponent is Sp. This gives infinitely many subgroups of finite index which are not congruence subgroups.
